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This issue of the Notebook is devoted to reprints of three brief reports
of archeological research along the Savannah River. They were issued
originally in mimeograhed form with limited distribution and copies are now
nearly unavailable. Each is brief and but a summary statement yet it is all
that is in print on the project. The data contained in these reports are
still useful as indicated by frequent requests for copies by current researchers.
The first is an "appraisal" report of the survey of the Clark Hill
Reservoir made in 1948 by Carl F. Miller and Joseph R. Caldwell as a part of
the Smithsonian Institution's River Basin Surveys Program. The second is
a preliminary report of the excavations done by Joseph R. Caldwell at the
site of Fort Charlotte in that same reservoir in 1952. It, too, was a part
of the Smithsonian Institution's River Basin Surveys Program. The third
is an "appraisal" report of the Survey of the Hartwell Reservoir made by
Caldwell in 1953 for the National Park Service's efforts in the River Basin
Surveys Program.
Each of these reports was originally intended as no more than an initial
"progress report" immediately following field work with no intention of
analyses or detailed descriptions. Further work was anticipated and additional
reporting was planned as a part of the overall River Basin Surveys Program
of the 1940's-1960's. Sufficient funding did not become available, prior
to inundation of the reservoirs, for this additional work to take place.
The field notes, records, photographs, and specimens are on file with the
National Park Service. These and the three reports, here reprinted, are
thus all that remain of the archeological sites that were inundated by
these two reservoirs.
Carl F. Miller subsequently published "An Analysis and Interpretation
of the Ceramic Remains from Site 38MC6 Near Clark's Hill, S.C." in the
Journal of the Washington Academy of Sciences, Vol. 40, No. 11, November
15, 1950, pp. 350-354. Other work has subsequently been done at sites such
as Tugalo (9STl) at the edge of the Hartwell Reservoir and is now being
analysed preparatory to a report. The work of the Institute in the KeoweeToxaway Reservoirs above Lake Hartwell is being prepared for publication
and the Institute and the University of Georgia are both at work on investigation of the archeology in the Trotter's Shoals Reservoir between
Clark Hill and Hartwell.
During March and April the Institute staff has been devoting most of
its time to analyses of materials and preparation of reports on past field
work. Each of the staff archeologists gave talks to various groups over
the State such as the Charleston Museum, several historical societies,
Wofford College, local service clubs, and school groups. Dick Carrillo
began his survey and research at the King's Mountain National Military
Park. This is the first of three projects the Institute is doing at King's
Mountain for the National Park Service.
In March Miss Linda Ferguson, a graduate student at the University of
Idaho in Moscow, spent a week at the Institute on a special grant from
Idaho to study eighteenth and nineteenth century ceramics. Dr. Roderick
Sprague of the University of Idaho sponsored this study as a means of
bringing some of the research techniques developed by Stanley South and
in use at the Institute into their program at Idaho.
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The new program of Highway Archeology has now been started as a result
of the agreement last month between the Institute and the South Carolina
Highway Department. Under this program the Institute will provide a highway
archeologist to the Department to investigate archeological resources along
highway rights-of-way throughout the State. This is a continuing program
funded year by year by the Department. Our first project is a survey of
the area of the Southeastern Beltway around Columbia and already we have
recorded several important sites.
The South Carolina Heritage Trust has been established in conjunction
with the Nature Conservancy in Washington as a means of preserving, by
various means, natural and cultural areas of major significance. Robert
L. Stephenson is a member of the Heritage Trust Advisory Committee and the
first meeting of this committee was held in March.
We began, on April 22nd, a regular weekly program of afternoon seminars
at the Institute. Our purpose is to discuss various aspects of the work
of the staff on a professional level and to receive general group participation and input into our various projects. This first seminar was a broad
discussion of prehistoric ceramics of the South Carolina coastal area.
Manuscripts suitable for publication in the Notebook would be welcome
at any time. Please send them to the editor for consideration.

Robert L. Stephenson
Director and State Archeologist
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology
University of South Carolina
Columbia, South Carolina 29208

This publication has been partially funded with assistance from the
National Park Service, Department of the Interior, under the prov1s10ns
of the National Historic Preservation Act, through the South Carolina
Department of Archives and History.
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APPRAISAL OF THE ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES
OF
THE CLARK HILL RESERVOIR AREA
SOUTH CAROLINA AND GEORGIA
Prepared by
RIVER BASIN SURVEYS
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION
December 1948

This report is based on an archeological survey made by River Basin
Surveys, Smithsonian Institution, from January through May, 1948. The
field work was carried out by Joseph R. Caldwell and Carl F. Miller,
Archeologists. Maps and aerial photographs of the reservoir area were
made available for use in the field by the U. S. Engineers.
The Clark Hill Dam, now under construction, is on the Savannah River
about 22 miles upstream from Augusta, Georgia. The reservoir will inundate
an area approximat~ly 78,500 acres at the top of the spillway gates creating
a lake with 1,000 miles of shore line. It will extend from the dam site
upstream 37 miles along the Savannah River, 29 miles along Georgia's Little
River, and 17 miles up the Little River located in South Carolina. At the
dam site the reservoir will have a maximum depth of 160 feet. The reservoir
will occupy portions of Columbia, Mc Duffie, Wilkes, Lincoln, and Elbert
counties in Georgia and portions of McCormick and Abbeville counties in
South Carolina.
As the Savannah is one of the major streams in this section of the
country, it afforded a pathway of migration for the early aborigines who
inhabited this drainage area and they left numerous traces of their passing.
Most of the archeological remains located were found in the valley bottom
lands or on the lower slopes of the flanking hills. A majority of them
will be covered when the reservoir is filled to the top of the spillway
gates - 335 feet above mean sea level.
The area within the reservoir was formerly occupied by a number of
early historical settlements; most of which are no longer in existence,
although they are fairly well documented.l A number of early travellers
in the region made notes of the remains of Indian sites in their diaries
or actually investigated a number of them. The two Bartrams 2 , John and
William, visited a number of the sites and their records constitute our
earliest statements concerning their condition. Later investigators
have made rather extensive use of these notes.

lJones, C. C., Jr., 1878.

Dead towns of Georgia.

2Bartram, John, 1766. Diary of a journey through the Carolinas,
Georgia and Florida.
Bartram, William, 1774. Travels in Georgia and Florida.
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During the survey 33 occupation areas belonging to a prepottery
stage, and 19 camp sites, 43 work shops, 27 villages, and 3 mound sites
of pottery making peoples were noted and recorded together with numerous
other locations where traces of occupation were present. Sites within
the area range from prepottery levels, which include very early remains,
to those of late historic times when agriculture and the ceramic industry
were well established.
A number of fluted points, the so-called "Folsom", have been reported
from the Big Kiokee Creek area, which is located just south of the dam
site and outside of the reservoir proper. Snubnosed scrapers together
with other associated lithic artifacts, which probably are contemporaneous
with this early phase of culture, have been noted from sites on the flanking
hills.
While some excavation has been done in the Savannah River Basin,
comparatively little is known of the prehistoric groups who formerly
occupied the area. Investigations, carried on over a number of years,
reveal that there are a variety of cultures which arbitrarily can be
identified according to an archeological classification. Identifying
criteria are stone, bone, shell, and pottery objects which reveal
differences both in kind and degree. These variations make it possible
to assign sites to specific cultural groups, if not to definite Indian
tribes.
Two major archeological sites were found within the Clark Hill Reservoir
basin whose excavation should constitute a definite contribution to the
knowledge of the aboriginal occupants of the area. These are: 9Cb6061 3 , The Lake Spring Site, and 9EbS2, Rembert Mound group.
Lake Spring Site is located about 500 feet west of the confluence
of Lake Spring Creek and the Savannah River. Testing of this site by
the writer revealed a very early occupancy in that the cultural remains
belonged to a prepottery horizon which probably ranged in time from the
beginning of the Christian Era to about the year A.D. 500. These people
had developed primarily a hunting-fishing-food-gathering economy and
presumably were ignorant of agriculture, pottery-making, and the use of
the bow and arrow. They were skillful hunters, however, using the spear
and spear-thrower, commonly called the atlatl, to bring down large game.
They caught various kinds of fish and mussels, supplementing their diet
with wild fruits, roots, and seeds.

3Site designations used are tri-nomial in accordance with River Basin
Survey methods in other areas. The first element, a number, indicated the
state's numerical position in an alphabetical list of states, as 9 for
Georgia and 38 for South Carolina; the second, composed of letters, indicates
the county, as Cb for Columbia and Eb for Elbert; and the third is the
number of the site within the series located in that county.
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About the year A.D. 500, which is only an approximate date obtained
by working backward from known times by assigning arbitrary periods of
years to pottery sequences, the art of pottery-making was introduced in
the form of crude, simple bowls fashioned out of a fiber-tempered clay
and decorated with simple punctate and incised designs. The introduction
of pottery-making did not materially alter the cultural pattern, it merely
enriched the existing form. This pattern existed for a time until a new
influx of people apparently introduced the coiling method of fashioning
pottery and the use of a carved paddle with which to decorate it. The
clay vessels were ornamented by impressing the designs on the paddle into
the damp exteriors.
Present data indicate that the Lake Spring site includes only the
prepottery and the beginning of pottery-making periods with possible
subsequent intrusions of a complicated-design decorated and coiled
pottery of a much later period.
A comparable site, and the only one fully described in literature
so far, was found on Stalling's Island in the Savannah River in the vicinity
of Stevens Creek Dam, just above Augusta, Georgia, and the results of the
work there were published in 1931. 4 A large part of the island was covered
with an extensive shell midden which was built up by the prepottery group
and the early pottery-making peoples. Later, the same site was occupied
by practically all of the groups attributed to this section.
The excavation of the Lake Spring site would serve as a check on the
former work and would also add to and strengthen the evidence on this
aspect of prehistoric culture in this region.
Rembert Mound Group, the second major site, is located in Elbert
County in the Tatum Bottoms, 3 miles above the juncture of the Broad
and Savannah rivers. These mounds were first described by William
Bartram in 1773. Sometime before 1848 George White 5 visited these
same mounds. He described them thus:
"There is a mound in this country which is worthy of notice.
Bartram, the celebrated botanist, who travelled through Georgia,
visited this mound, and thus describes it:
'These wonderful
labours of the ancients stand in a level plain, very near the
bank of the river, now 20 or 30 yards from it. They consist
of conical mounts of earth, and four square terraces. The great
mount is in the form of a cone, 40 or 50 feet high, and the
circumference of its base two or three hundred yards, entirely
composed of the loamy rich earth of the low grounds: the top,
or apex, is flat; a spiral path, or track, leading from the
ground up to the top, is still visible, where now appear four
niches excavated out of the side of this hill, at different heights
from the base, fronting the four cardinal points.

4Claflin, William H. Jr., 1931.
County, Georgia.
5White , George 1849.

The Stallings Island Mound, Columbia

Statistics of the State of Georgia.
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These niches, or sentry-boxes, are entered into from the winding
path, and seem to have been meant for resting places, or lookouts.
The circumjacent level ground are cleared, and planted with Indian
corn at present.' In 1848, accompanied by Captain Rembert, the
author of this work visited these mounds. The large one corresponds
exactly with Bartram's description of it, with this exception, that
the sides and summit are covered with a growth of large cane, and
several large trees. The smaller mounds have been almost destroyed.
Captain Rembert has excavated the smaller mounds, and found human
skeletons, jars, pipes, beads, breastplates, stone hammers, hatchets,
arrow heads, etc., etc."
In 1875 C. C. Jones, Jr. 6 reported that only traces of the smaller
mounds remained with the tetragon terraces no more than gentle elevations.
In 1894 Cyrus Thomas 7, of the Bureau of American Ethnology staff, reports
that the group was reduced to two mounds. What was left of this group was
further destroyed by the devastating flood of 1908.
The present survey tested this site in a number of places, under Mr.
Caldwell's able direction, and found that the bases of some of these mounds
are still intact. From the artifacts recovered it can be said that the
site is essentially a single component site which can be attributed to
the Lamar Complex and tentatively dated 1540 - 1650. This date corresponds
to similar sites found in other parts of Georgia, South Carolina and
Tennessee.
Fu~ther trenching and testing should give much needed additional
information on this large community of protohistoric Georgia in that
it would enable us to correlate it with other Lamar sites mentioned
above. Usually large mound groups, such as this site, represent former
metropolitan areas and religious centers.

6Jones,

c.

C., Jr. Antiquities of the Southern Indians.

7Thomas, Cyrus.

Report on mound explorations of the Bureau of Ethnology.
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CLARK HILL RESERVOIR
Completion date

Late 1952

Sites found

128

Sites to be flooded •

70

Sites recommended for excavation. •

3

9 Cb 60, 61
9 Eb 52
By 2 Excavation Units using 2
archeologists working simultaneously, plus 1/2 additional labor unit.
Duration of excavation.

..

Duration of laboratory work
Total

4 months

.

.

Cost of two Excavation Units

· 8 months

1 year

· . $49,900.00

Cost of 1/2 additional labor unit
Total cost.
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3 2 200.00

· . $53,100.00

APPENDIX
The definition and breakdown of costs for an Excavation Unit are
as follows:
The Excavation Unit is an operational Unit designed to provide labor,
supervisory personnel, and equipment for the recovery of archeological
materials in the field; technical and clerical personnel. Laboratory
space, and laboratory equipment for processing those materials and preparing
them for study; and finally, for study of the materials and data recovered,
and preparation for the publication of a technical report (for which the
archeological supervisor will be responsible).
01

Personnel services:
1 Archeologist-Supervisor
for 1 year (P-3) • . .
$ 4,480.00
1 Field Assistant
4 months at $250.00 per mo.
1,000.00
2 Laboratory assistants
1 year at $200.00 per mo.
4,800.00*
1 'Clerk-typist (CAF-3) . . . .
2,500.00
10 Laborers, 80 days at $8.00
6,400.00
per day . . . . . • . • •

02
03
04
05
08
09

Travel and per diem
Transportation of things
Communication services
Rents and utility services
Supplies and materials
Equipment
Total cost per Excavation Unit

*

930.00
240.00
100.00
700.00
700.00
3,000.00**
$24,950.00

This figure may be redlJced somewhat if the Laboratory is set up on a
nine months basis instead of a yearly basis.

** After the first year in the case of extended programs this item would
be considerably reduced bacaus e most of the major equipment would
have been purchased.
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TABULATED SUMMARY OF SITES
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Village. A site which appears to have been inhabited for some time and where
any considerable number of potsherds have been found.
Campsite. A locality which was probably inhabited for only a short interval
or by a limited number of people. The amount of pottery or chipped stone
artifacts is too small to warrant its being called a village.
Workshop. Where the presence of stone chips and rejects in some abundance
suggests that this was the purpose of the site. The availability of stone
material is considered.
Possible Prepottery site. A site with only artifacts of stone, some of which
can be recognized as belonging to the Stalling's Island culture or earlier.
Some of such sites are doubtless workshops, and others may have been villages
or camps.
Trace. (Not assigned a site number.) A place where artifacts and chips were
so scarce that we could not put it in any of the above categories.

Data collected by:

Report by:

Approved for distribution by:

Joseph R. Caldwell
Carl F. Miller
Archeologists
River Basin Surveys

(Sgd) Carl F. Miller
Archeologist

(Sgd) Frank H. H. Roberts, Jr.
Associate Director, Bureau of
American Ethnology, Director
River Basin Surveys
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APPRAISAL OF THE ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES OF
HARTWELL RESERVOIR, SOUTH CAROLINA AND GEORGIA
Prepared by
THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
August 1953
INTRODUCTION
The Corps of Engineers, Department of the Army, is planning to build
a power and flood control dam on the upper Savannah River at a site 7 miles
east of Hartwell, Georgia. The reservoir thus created would be partly in
Georgia and partly in South Carolina and would flood the uppermost 8 miles
of the Savannah River valley, 40 miles or nearly all of the Tugaloo River,
and 32 miles of the Seneca-Keowee River. The maximum reservoir elevation
as planned is 665 feet M.S.Lo
The National Park Service made an archeological reconnaissance of the
area (November 1952 to February 1953) to see if any important archeological
or historical sites would be flooded or destroyed and to determine whether
emergency or salvage excavations should be made before irreplacable
scientific information was lost forever.
A total of 70 archeological sites were found in or close to the
reservoir area and test excavations were carried out at several of them.
The conclusion was that the valleys of the Savannah, Tugaloo and Keowee
Rivers had been heavily occupied by a whole series of Prehistoric peoples,
beginning at least 5000 years ago and ending with the Lower Cherokee who
lost their lands there after the Revolution.
It is recommended that steps be taken to recover as much as possible
of the archeological data before the sites are flooded or otherwise destroyed.
The archeological survey was greatly facilitated as a result of the
interest and cooperation of many interested persons and organizations in
Georgia and South Carolina. It is a pleasure to acknowledge the courtesy
of the Corps of Engineers, particularly to the members of the Savannah
District Office, and to Mr. F. W. Facey, Jr., Area Engineer at Clark Hill.
We wish particularly to thank Miss Prather, and Messers McClure, Friar,
Hayes, and Smith, as well as Clemson College, for graciously permitting
excavations of their land.
ARCHEOLOGY

The survey was conducted by one man, on foot, searching out the
archeological sites in the reservoir area. While the enormous extent of
the reservoir did not permit complete coverage in the time allotted, it is
felt that certainly a representative sampling of the archeology was obtained.
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In the case of sites which appeared to be of more than passing importance,
a small labor force was hired and limited test excavations were made o
The results of the investigation should be of considerable importaRce,
to historians as well as archeologists. By analysis of pottery sherds, stone
tools, arrowheads, and other rubbish found on the surface of the sites as well
as in the ground, and by comparison to results from other southeastern areas,
it was possible to devise a tentative historical framework for the Hartwell
region.
The oldest archeological sites could be assigned to the Old Quartz
Industry, a recently discovered manifestation of the Georgia-South Carolina
Piedmont for which an age of more than 5000 years has been suggested. l At
Hartwell, as elsewhere, the Old Quartz stations occurred on the red clay
uplands overlooking the valleys and streams. Such sites were usually small
and eroded and excavations would show nothing below the surface of the basic
red clay. Two sites at Hartwell may be of exceptional interest, however,
because they are large and may extend into stream valleys where the land has
built up since the sites were occupied, and thus may have preserved habitation
levels below tbe ground. These sites, 38 An 6 on Beaverdam Creek and 38 Dc 272
on the west side of Seneca River should have soundings made in various places.
How long the Old Quartz Industry may have survived in the Hartwell area
is not yet known. In other parts of its range Old Quartz was eventually
succeeded sites of the widespread Eastern Archaic Stage, but none of the latter
could be positively identified at Hartwell, nor was there any of the early fib~r
tempered earthenware appearing in the Southeast at the close of Archaic times.
Somewhat later prehistoric horizons referred to the Woodland Patte~n or
Period and which succeeded the Eastern Archaic less than 3500 years ago , were
represented at Hartwell by 6 small sites. 38 An 2 on Twenty-three Mile Creek
was the earliest of these, a Kel!og Period site, with only some Dunlap Fabric
Marked and plain pottery sherds.
Since it was the only site of that period
it should be excavated. There were 4 sites of a later time--e~uivalent to ~he
Cartersville Period which followed Kellog in northern Georgia.
One of these
should be investigated, and 38 Dc 25 on the west side of the Keowee River is
probably the best preserved. Another site at this general time level and of
the greatest interest is 38 Oc 12 on Tugaloo River at the mouth of Barton Creek.

lCaldwell, N.D.
2Archeological and historical sites are herein designated by state,
county, and site. Georgia sites are prefixed by the number 9 and South Carolina
sites by 38. For example, 38 An 6 is in South Carolina, Anderson County, and
is the 6th site to have been numbered in that county.
3Fiber tempered pottery (Stalling's Incised and Punctated and Stallings'
Plain) seems to have a limited range on the Savannah River, none appearing
above the Broad River junction below Hartwell.
4Should be less than the radiocarbon date of fiber tempered pottery from
the Georgia Coast given as 3800 + 350 and 3600 +?
See Griffin et al.
1952, p. 366.
5Caldwell, 1950, pp. 17-18.
6Ibid • p. 17.
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Surface pottery from this site showed a somewhat closer resemblance to the
Deptford Period ceramics of the Georgia and Florida coasts than has any
other Piedmont collection which has come to light. The site, though small,
is relatively rich and investigation would be desirable.
Among the later sites in the area there were two which belonged to
the Woodstock Period, a northern Georgia horizon contemporary with some of
the earlier Mississippi cultures to the west and north. 7 9 St 3 on upper
Tugaloo River, where in historic times the Cherokee town of Estatoe was
situated, showed a pure Woodstock occupation zone under the Cherokee mound.
The Etowah Period, succeeding Woodstock in northern Georgia 8 and a
contemporary of "Mature Mississippi" cultures elsewhere was represented
in the lower levels of two Tugaloo River sites, 9 St 2 and 38 Oc 10 The
latter was in historic times the Cherokee town of Chauga and the earlier
Etowah Period materials could be investigated at the same time as the
historic Cherokee o
The sites in the Hartwell reservoir which could be identified as
Cherokee bear a close ceramic similarity to the Lamar Period sit~s in
Georgia, particularly to those in the central part of the state.
It
appears however that the Cherokee variant of Lamar Culture persisted in
the Tugaloo Valley long after the central Georgia manifestation had changed
into the Ocmulgee Fields Hitchiti Creek culture of circa 1700. At Hartwell
the historic Cherokee sites seem to differ from the prehistoric Cherokee
only in the possession of English trade objects and in having a certain
amount of pottery decorated by the checkstamp, the late appearance of
which was demonstrated by str~tigraphic testing in the historic mound at
Chauga (38 Oc 1)0
Geographically, the Cherokee sites at Hartwell fall into two groups.
One concentration of settlement was along the upper part of the Tugaloo
River and the other was at the headwaters of Keowee River. Most of the
Tugaloo sites are below the maximum pool level, but the Keowee sites,
including the town of Keowee and the site of Ft. Prince George, are brOond
the flooded area. The one exception is the important town of Sinica,
which could not be located but certainly will be covered.
The upper Tugaloo showed 17 Cherokee sites within a distance of 9
miles, an astonishing concentration, and nearly all of these will be
covered 0 Like Bartram's description of the Vale of Keowee,ll the upper
Tugaloo must have been
" ••• one continued settlement, the swelling sides of
the adjoining hills were covered with habitations,
and the rich level grounds lying on the river were
cultivated and planted •• ,."
7Caldwell, Ibid.

pp. 13-14.

8 Ibid . p. 13.
9To the Lamar Period type site in particular.
10Van Doren, 1940, p. 269.
llIbl"d. p. 270 .
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See Kelly, 1938.

The major Cherokee townsites which will be lost in the Tugaloo
impoundment are Tugaloo (9 St 1) which has been partly excavated by
the University of Georgia and the Tsali Institute o There has as yet
been no investigation of the very important mound on this site. Estatoe
(9 St 3) and Chauga (38 Oc 1) were located during the recent survey and
test excavations were made at both. Each of these sites also has a large
mound and extensive village areas and should be excavated.

RECCMMENDATIONS
Until the recent survey and the Tsali Institute-University of
Georgia investigations at Tugaloo there had never been any archeological
investigation of the Hartwell area. Very little is known about it and
it is essestial that salvage archeology be undertaken before a large
number of sites are lost beneath the waters of the proposed Hartwell
Reservoir. What would seem to be the minimum requirements would be the
investigation of at least one site of each distinct cultural grouping
and an excavation at each of the three major Cherokee townsites on the
Tugaloo Rivero For the earlier sites - those of the Old Quartz Industry work should be done at 38 An 6 on Beaverdam Creek, and if possible, at
38 Oc 27 on Seneca River. Among the Woodland sites, 38 Oc 25 on Keowee
River because it is the best preserved, and 38 Oc 12 on Tugaloo because it
is a unique variant, should be examined o Among the Cherokee sites Chauga
(38 Oc 1) and Estatoe (9 St 3) should be carefully done. The Former will
also provide data on the Etowah Period in this region and the latter some
information on the Woodstock Periodo The Tsali Institute and the University
of Georgia should be urged to excavate the mound at Tugaloo.
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HARTWELL RESERVOIR
INVENTORY OF ARCHEOLOGICAL SITES
BY COUNTIES

Recommendation and Priority

o = No additional surveyor excavation recommended
1 = Excavating essestial; highest priority
2
3

Excavating essential; second priority
Excavating highly desirable; third priority

Hart County, Georgia

Site No.

Cultural
Assignment

9 Ht 1

Unknown

Description
Habitation
area

Location

Relationship
to full pool
(665 Ft. NSL)

S. side Tugalo
R. below
Ga. 59 bridge

Covered

Recommendation &
Priority
0

9 Ht 2

Unknown

Habitation
area

S. side Tugalo R. Covered
at Shoal Creek

Test

9 Ht 4

Old Quartz
Industry

Habitation
area

S. side Lightwood Covered
Log Cr.

0

Stephens County, Georgia

9 St 1

Cherokee

Tugaloo Mound
and village

S. side Tugalo R. Covered
mouth of Toccoa
Creek

1*

9 St 2

Cherokee

Habitation

S.W. side Tugalo
R. at Prather's
Bridge

Covered

o

9 St 3

Cherokee &
Woodstock

Probable site S.W. side
of Estatoe Md. Tugalo River
and village

Edge of
pool

2

9 St 4

Cherokee

Habitation
area

S. side Tugalo R. Covered
above Chauga Cr.

o

9 St 5

Old Quartz

Habitation
area

Tugalo R. Covered
Prather's

S. side
S.W. of
Bridge
*Work begun by Univ. of Ga. and Tsali Institute. Not
program outlined. The Univ. of Ga. should be urged to
and especially to excavate the mound.
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o

included, therefore, in salvage
complete the work at this site

Site No.

Cultural
Assignment

9 St 6

Cherokee

Habitation
area

9 St 7

Unknown

9 St 8

Cherokee

9 St 10

Cherokee
earlier

9 St 11

Cherokee
earlier

Description

Location
S. side Tugalo R.

Relationship
to full pool
(665 Ft. MSL)

Recomme:
dation ,
Priorit'

Outside
Reservoir

0

Alleged stone
S. W. side Tugslo R.
graves on hilltop

Outside
Reservoir

0

Habitation
area

S. W. side Tugalo R.
above Prather's
Bridge

Edge of
pool

0

&

Habitation
area

S.W. side Tugalo R.
above Prather's
Bridge

Covered

0

&

Habitation
area

S. W. side Tugalo R.
above Prather's
Bridge

Not
covered

0

Anderson County, South Carolina
38 An 1
IAA SITE*
(38ANl7)

Old Quartz
Industry

Habitation
area

W. side 23 Mile
Cr. above
junct. with 26
Mile Creek

Covered

0

38 An 2
(38AN18)

Kellog
(Woodland)

Habitation
area

W. side 23 Mile
Cr. below 38 An 1

Covered

0

38 An 3
(38AN19)

Various
Woodstock
Kellog
(Woodland)

Habitation
area

W. side Seneca R.
above mouth of
Deep Creek

Covered

0

38 An 4
(38AN20)

Unknown

Habitation
area

W. side Seneca R.
below mouth of 18
Mile Creek

Covered

0

38 An 5
(38AN2l)

Old Quartz
Industry

Habitation

W. side Seneca R.
above
Portman Dam

Not
covered

0

38 An 6
(38AN22)

Old Quartz
Industry
and later

Habitation
areas

W. side Beaverdam
Cr. above
Tugalo River

Partly
covered

2

*Editors note: This c olumn has been added since the Institute of Archeology
and Anthropology began its inventory of South Carolina sites. The numbers
in this column indicate the permanent numbers now on record in the Institute
files.
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Relationship
to full pool
(665 Ft. MSL)

Reconunendation &
Priority

N. side Tugalo R.
above Beaverdam
Creek

Covered

0

Traces

NE side Beaverdam
Cr. opposite An 6

Covered

0

Unknown

Habitation
area

w.

side Seneca R.
above Coneross Creek

Covered

0

38 An 10
(38ANlO)

Unknown

Habitation
area

N. side Tugalo
R. above Beaverdam Creek

Covered

0

38 An 11
(38ANll)

Old Quartz
Industry

Habitation
area

w.

side Little
Beaverdam Cr.
above S.C. 80
crossing

Covered

0

38 An 12
(38AN12)

Old Quartz
Industry

Habitation
area

E. side Little
Beaverdam Cr.
above
S.C. 80 Crossing

Covered

0

38 An 13
(38AN13)

Old Quartz
Industry

Habitation
area

Between Seneca &
covered Tu~alo R.
above confluence

Covered

0

38 An 14
(38AN14)

Unknown

Habitation
area

E. side Seneca R.
Covered
above S.C. 80 Bridge

0

38 An 15
(38AN1S)

Unknown

Habitation
area

E. side Seneca R.
below S.C.
80 Bridge

Covered

0

38 An 16
( 38AN16)

Unknown

Habitation
area

E. side Seneca R.
above S.C.
80 Bridge

Covered

0

Site No.

Cultural
Assignment

Description

38 An 7
(38AN23)

Old Quartz
Industry?

Habitation
area

38 An 8
(38AN24)

Unknown

38 An 9
(38AN9)

Location

Oconee County, South Carolina
38 Dc 1
(380C47)

Cherokee &
Etowah

Probable site N. side Tugalo R.
of Chauga Md. at junction with
and village
Chauga Creek

Covered

1

38 Dc 11
(380Cl)

Cherokee &
earlier

Site of
Keowee

W. side Keowee R.
below
Nimmon's Bridge

Not
covered

0
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*

Relationship
to full pool
(665 Ft. MSL)

Recommendation &
Priority

Site No.

Cultural
Assignment

Description

Location

38 Oc 12
(380C12)

Cartersville
(Woodland)

Habitation
area

N. side Tugalo
River
below Prather's
Bridge

Covered

2

38 Oc 13
(380C5)

Cherokee

Habitation
area

N. side Tugalo R.
below
Barton Creek

Covered

0

38 Oc 14
(380C6)

Cherokee

Habitation
area

N. side Tugalo R.
above
Grill Creek

Covered

0

38 Oc 15
(380C15)

Cherokee
earlier

&

Habitation
area

N. side Tugalo R.
above
Grill Creek

Covered

0

38 Oc 16
(380C16)

Cherokee
earlier

&

Habitation
area

N. side Tugalo R.
below
Southern R.R.
Bridge

Covered

0

38 Oc 17
(380Cl7)

Cherokee
earlier

&

Habitation
areas

N. side Tugalo R.
below
U.S. 123 crossing

Covered

0

38 Oc 18
(380ClO)

Unknown

Habitation
area

N. side Tugalo R.
Covered
above Ga. 59 Bridge

0

38 Oc 19
(380Cl!)

Woodstock

Habitation
area

W. side Chauga Cr.
below
Toxaway Creek

Edge of
pool

0

38 Oc 20
(380C20)

Unknown

Habitation
areas

W. side Seneca R.
opposite Clemson
College

Edge of
pool

0

38 Oc 22
(380C22 )

Cherokee
earlier

&

Habitation
area

N. side Tugalo R.
above
Prather's Bridge

Covered

0

38 Oc 23
(380C23)

Old Quartz
Industry

Habitation
& chipping
areas

On SC 244 Se of
Friendship Church

Outside
Reservoir

0

38 Oc 25
(380C25 )

Cartersville
(Woodland)

Habitation
area

W. side Keowee R.
above
Little River

Covered

3

This site probably cannot be examined while in private hands.
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*

Relationship
to full pool
(665 ft. MSL)

Reconnnendation &
Priority

Site No.

Cultural
Assignment

Description

38 Oc 26
(380C26)

Old Quartz
Industry

Habitation
area

E. side Seneca
R. below Blue
Ridge RR Crossing

Covered

0

38 Oc 27
(380C27)

Old Quartz
Industry

Habitation
and chipping
areas

W. side Seneca R.
above Coneross Cr.

Covered

0

38 OC 28
(380C2l)

Cherokee
& earlier

Habitation
area

N. side Tugalo R.
above
Chauga Creek

Covered

0

38 Oc 29
(380C24)

Cherokee

Habitation
area

N. side Tugalo R.
opposite Big John
Branch

Edge of
pool

0

38 Oc 30
(380C30)

Cherokee

Habitation
area

N. side Tugalo R.

Edge of
pool

0

38 Oc 31
(380C3l)

Cherokee

Traces

N. side Tugalo R.
above Doyle Creek

Covered

o

38 Oc 32
(380C34)

Unknown

Traces

N. side Tugalo R.
below Zinnnennan
Branch

Edge of
pool

o

38 Oc 33
(380C33)

Cherokee

Habitation
area

N. side Tugalo R.

Covered

o

Location

Pickens County, South Carolina
38 Pi 2
(38PNl)

Colonial
& earlier

Probable site E. side Keowee R.
of Ft. Prince
George

Outside
Reservoir

o

38 Pi 3
(38PN3)

Cartersville
(Woodland)

Habitation
area

E. side Keowee R.
below 6 Mile Cr.

Covered

o

38 Pi 4
(38PN5)

Old Quartz
Industry?

Habitation
area

E. side Keowee R.
above Kelly Creek

Outside
Reservoir

o
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COST ANALYSIS

Site

Culture

38 Oc 1

Cherokee and
Etowah Periods

38 Oc 12
9 St 3
38 An 6
38 Oc 25

Priority

Time

Labor

Supervision

Other Costs

Totals

1

10 weeks

4,000.00

2,273.00

250.00

6,523.00

Woodland

2

1 week

400.00

227.30

10.00

637.30

Cherokee and
Woodstock Pds.

2

8 weeks

3,200.00

1,817.60

100.00

5,117.00

Old Quartz
Industry

2

1 week

400.00

227.30

20.00

647.30

Woodland

3

1 week

400.00

227.30

10.00

637.30

21 weeks

8,400.00

4,772.50

390.00

13,561. 90

Additional survey of the Lower Tugaloo and Savannah valleys:
2

3 weeks

50.00

396.90

10.00

456.90

Comparative survey and examination of Cherokee s1·tes out S1·de Hartwe 11 Reservoir:

4

10 weeks

100.00

1,323.00

50.00

1,473.00

34 weeks

8,550.00

6,492.80

450.00

15,491. 80

Grand Totals

The labor costs are based on a crew of 10 - 1.00 per hr. - 400.00 per wk.
Supervisory costs based on 1 G.S. 9 Archeologist - 5060.00 per year
and one field assistant at 60.00 per wk. with a per diem of 5.00
for each. In survey only the archeologists salary and per diem is included.
Other costs included only archeological supplies and small equipment. They do
not include transportation.
No provision made for preparation and study
of the mate rials, or for cost of publication.
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PRELIMINARY REPORT
ARCHEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION OF
FORT CHARLOTTE, McCORMICK COUNTY
SOUTH CAROLINA
Prepared by
Joseph R. Caldwell, Archeologist
River Basin Surveys
Smithsonian Institution
June, 1952
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
Many individuals and organizations have had a hand in the explorations at Fort Charlotte, and the writer deeply appreciated the interest
and encouragement which made his task there so pleasant. Particular
thanks are addressed to Mr. and Mrs. James C. Hemphill and Mr. Carl
Julien of Greenwood; Dr. Nora Marshall Davis of Troy; Senator Hester,
Mr. Klingensmith and Mr. McAllister of Mt. Carmel; the Star Fort Chapter
of the Daughters of the American Revolution; the Departmentof Archaeology
and Anthropology of the University of Georgia; and the National Park
Service. The Corps of Engineers under Mr. F. W. Facey, Jr., as has
been the case in all of our work, gave every possible assistance.
INTRODUCTION
When it became known in 1948 that the waters which were to rise
behind the new Clark Hill Darn would completely cover the ruins of old
Fort Charlotte, South Carolinians were gravely concerned. This historical landmark had been built before the Revolution when the Carolinas
were the edge of the civilized world and its surrender to patroit forces
in 1775 is commemorated as the first seizure of Crown Property in the
war. Here began the struggle in the South. What is not so well known
is that much later, toward the end of another war, the last eventful
days of the Confederacy had seen the Southern Government pursued across
the Savannah at the very ford the old fort had once commanded. The
dramatic story of the crossing and the mysterious disappearance of the
Great Seal and a large part of the treasury is a fascinating chapter
of southern history. Needless to say, it has occasioned much speculation as to the fate of the treasure.
The wealth of nations and of states is in different things. There
are states rich in coal and iron. There are states rich in scenery.
In the state of South Carolina not the least of her resources is her
history. With Fort Charlotte threatened by total inundation, public
spirited citizens were desirous of having the ruins thoroughly examined
at least, and possibly re~oved to higher ground if the circumstances
warrant it. The lead in this movement was taken by the members of the
Star Fort Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution. As the
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first step the historical researches of Dr. Nora Marshall Davis were,
by a most fortunate circumstance, published. l
The next move, logically was an archeological exploration to see
how much was actually remaining and to secure all information possible
in the event the fort was finally to be lost. Funds for this purpose
were provided by Congress, and at the request of the National Park
Service and the Corps of Engine rs, the Smithsonian Institution undertook to make the investigation.
The work was carried out during the
month of January, 1952, with a labor crew recruited locally. Standard
archeological procedures were employed.

2

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The events which led to the building of Fort Charlotte, named for
Charlotte Sophi, wife of George III, on the Savannah River are fully
covered in Dr. Davis' publication, buttthe story, briefly, is this:
The Scotch-Irish, French Hugenot, and German settlements in the
Long Canes region of upper Carolina were particularly exposed to raids
b y the Creeks and Cherokee. A number of persons in the Calhoun settlement had been killed, first at Vann's Tract and later in a massacre
near Long Canes Creek. As Fort Moore in Augusta was inadequate for
their protection, the Assembly of South Carolina decided to build another
fort more advantageously situated on the upper Savannah below the confluence with Broad River. Governor Bull submitted the plans in 1765,
the land was surveyed by Patrick Calhoun and, after difficulties with
some Creeks who tried to prevent stone from being quarried on the Georgia
side, the Fort was practically finished in 1766. For a short time it
was garrisoned by British troops, but in 1768 the regulars were withdrawn
and the Fort was taken over by the Colonial administration. In the
meantime the troubles between Britain and the Colonies were increasing,
and in 1774 Governor Bull reinforced the garrison at Fort Charlotte.
Then on June 26, 1775 a company of American Rangers sent out by the
Council of Safety seized Fort CHarlotte for the Revolutionaries. This
move, early in the Revolutionundoubtedly had a strong effect in securing
the wavering loyalties of upper Carolina throughout the war.

lNora Marshal Davis, "Fort Charlotte on Savannah River and its
significance in the American Revolution." Printed by the Star Fort
Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution. Greenwood, South
Carolina 1949.
2No recommendations are made pertaining to the question of rebuilding the Fort on higher ground. That is a matter outside the
province of the Smithsonian Institution.
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FORT CHARLOTTE
The
River in
Savannah
red clay
Piedmont

ruins of Fort Charlotte are in a woods bordering the Savannah
McCormick County about 4 miles below the junction of the
and the Broad. Behind it are the typical rich bottomlands and
hills which attend the Savannah along its course through the
down to the sea.

At this point the Savannah has for centuries been shifting its
course in a great bend, cutting into the Georgia side and, during floods,
building out the Carolina shore with deposits of river sand. In 1765,
Captain Cochrane of the 1st Battalion of Royal Americans selected one
of the larger of these river built sand hummocks as the site for the
proposed Fort Charlotte: "--commanding an easy Ford over Savanna River
about midway between the French and German settlements, extremely proper
on every account for the important service." (Davis, Ibid., p.6.) Since
that time the river has continued to shift its channel toward Georgia,
and the fort which was built 34 feet from the water's edge is now 190
feet away. (Fig. 1.) The ruins have been swept by successive floods,
the upper courses of the masonry have been thrown down, portions of the
bastions have been carried away, and the lower parts of the walls
buried under a deposit of river sand.
When the investigation began only a few parts of the rema1n1ng
walls were still visible, but one section of the outer wall had been
located in a text excavation by Mr. and Mrs. Hemphill. Beginning at
this point, our procedure was simply to follow the wall around its
total extent, clearing out about one foot of sand, usually down to the
old ground surface existing at the time the fort was in use. Areas of
fallen masonry were uncovered and left in place to be photographed. An
exploratory trench was put across the area within the walls in an unsuccessful attempt to locate the foundations of buildings and offices
within the fort. Two other trenches were dug immediately outside to
permit examination of the original sides of the sand hummock itself.
The result of the investigations was to show that the main foundations and a considerable portion of the lower courses of the walls were
still in place. The fort had been a square masonry with bastions at the
four corners and measuring altogether 170 feet on each side. The standing
walls, two feet thick, had in most places been preserved to a height of
a foot or more, but floods had damaged two bastions and completely
carried away a third. Various constructional details were ascertained.
In building the walls, footings or foundation stones had been set in
with their tops flush with the surface of the ground. These formed a
steady platform somewhat wider than the wall proper and gave a support
not provided by the soft sand of the hummock. The masonry was composed
for the most part of granitic and shistose rocks apparently quarried on
the other side of the Savannah. In building the walls up from the foundations, rocks of various sizes, averaging a foot or more across, but less
in thickness, were set in mortar with the natural planes lined up to
give the wall surfaces a fairly smooth appearance. Corresponding irregularities inside the wall structure were then filled with smaller
rocks and mortar.
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Fig. 1. Aerial photograph of the Fort Charlotte area. The Savannah
River cuts across the lower portion of the picture. The location
of the Fort is shown by the white square near the lower left corner. The dashed lines indicate the position of the river in 1765.
Hachured areas are prehistoric habitation sites situated on the
clay uplands overlooking the river bottoms.
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Fig. 2. View of excavations. In foreground
is lower portion of
outer northeast wall
with the foundation
stones immediately
to the right of it.
The point of the
eastern bastion is
to the rear, in upper left corner of
photograph.

Fig. 3. Fallen masonry outside the east
bastion showing how
rocks tumbled down
sides of elevation
on which the fort
was built. Section
of standing wall
can be seen in
center of picture
toward top of the
stones.
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Within the fort inclosure was a small masonry building, exactly 14
feet long by 10 feet wide. There were no foundations, but the walls were
two feet thick, precisely the width of the outer walls of the fort. One
to two feet of the lower courses still remained and there was a doorway
at one end. (Fig. 5.) Quantities of fallen masonry lay inside and
adjacent to the building. The small size of the structure and the thickness
of the walls suggest that this was the magazine.
Our trench across the interior of the fort did not show any evidence
of the barracks and offices known to have been there, but the old humus
and ground surface seemed to have been preserved. It is likely that we
just happened to dig in the wrong place so far as finding inside structures
was concerned. Built into one of the outside walls was an unusual feature
somewhat resembling a well but with only the upper portions coursed with
masonry. If this had been a well, it would have been necessary to secure
the soft sand all the way down to keep it from caving. This does not
appear to have been done, and for this reason, as well as the unusual
location, the purpose of this feature remains in doubt.
Throughout the excavations we found various nails, bits of glass,
china (Figs. 6, 7) and animal bones, but apparently all the military
equipment had been removed long ago.
During the digging we came across numerous fragments of Indian
pottery, most of them in the old humus level which existed at the time
the fort was built. (Figs. 8, 9.) The earthenware was a rather late
variety, possibly to be attributed to the Creeks, and the Indians may
have camped here because of the ford nearby. There is no question but
what this material is some years and perhaps a good many years older than
the Fort, and certainly the site was deserted at the time it was picked
out by Captain Cochrane. About one foot below the old humus, in one
place, there were traces of a still older humus line, much fainter, and
limited in extent. In it were many fragments ~f an ancient, more primitive
type of pottery vessel which has been restored (Fig. 10). The finding
of many waterworn pebbles with the pottery, together with the fact that
the older humus layer was found only in one place, suggests that the
greatest portion of it was destroyed during a flood.
In the clay uplands overlooking Fort Charlotte, still more ancient
artifacts of human workmanship were found, scattered over the surface of
the ground. (Fig. 11.) Some of these are certainly older than 5,000
years, and all will be described in the final report. The site of Fort
Charlotte evidently had a long history before the white men reached this
continent.

3 This type of pottery is called Stalling's Punctated. Some of the later
pottery is similar to the material from the Rembert mounds about 7
miles up the Savannah on the Georgia side.
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Fig. 4. View inside the
east bastion showing
standing walls. These
have been exposed to the
level of the original
surface of the ground.

Fig. 5. The "Magazine"
after removal of
fallen rocks from
the earthen floor.
Doorway at lower
right corner o
Rocks falling outside of the building are still in
place.
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Fig. 7. Glass and crockery
fragments from the old
humus. Probably of the
period when the Fort was
occupied.
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Fig. 6. China, iron,
and lead artifacts
from the old humus.
Probably of the
period when the
Fort was in use.
Fragment of a
clay "churchwarden" pipe in
upper right
corner.

Fig. 8. Late prehistoric
pottery from the old
humus at Fort Charlotte.
This is similar to some
of the pottery found
at the Rembert Mounds
a few miles upstream

",
Fig. 9. Older type of
prehistoric pottery
from a disturbed area
at the Forto This
variety is called
Dunlap Fabric Marked.
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Fig. 10. Restored vessel of the Stallings Pottery period.
prehistoric earthenware in the Savannah River region.

This is the earliest type of

Figo ll~ Some of the oldest artifacts of human workmanship from the uplands overlooking
Fort Charlotte. They are of the "Old Quartz Culture", believed to be older than 5000
years.
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CONCLUSION
The archeological findings agreed in all respects with the historical
data of Dr. Davis. We now have a detailed picture of how the fort must
have looked at the time it was in use, but certain essential information
is still lacking. From archeology we know the position of the fort in
relation ot its surroundings, the plan and size of the outer walls, the
probable size and location of the magazine. History tells us that these
walls were about 10 feet high, pierced with loopholes for musketry, that
in each bastion there were platforms to mount 4 cannon, and that the fort
was entered by a gate of strong plank. We also have a list of the caliber
of the guns, and the worms, swivels, and other equipment used to mount them.
On the other hand, we do not know on which side the gate was located, nor
do we know the position of the quarters inside the walls.
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